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Paper Introduction

This paper saw a wide range of responses, many illustrating that candidates know the content of the
specification very well and have been prepared thoroughly with the aid of past mark schemes.
However, what was disappointing was that quite a large proportion of candidates are learning these
mark schemes and writing them down verbatim without considering if they actually apply to the context
of the question. As a result the responses are quite long, wasting candidates' time, and are low markyielding.
The multiple choice questions were answered well on the whole and the AS synoptic content did not
cause any problems.

WBI04_01_Q01bi
Introduction

Candidates clearly know the arrangement of phospholipid molecules in the membrane and that the
heads are hydrophilic and the tails hydrophobic.

Examiner Comment

This candidate has read the question clearly and picked out the command word 'explain'. Mark point 2
can therefore be awarded on line 7.

Examiner Tip
Read the question carefully and identify the command word.

Examiner Comment

This candidate has written a response to a question that would have the command word 'describe'.
Therefore mark point 2 cannot be awarded.

WBI04_01_Q01bii
Introduction
Candidates who read the question carefully and picked out the fact that we wanted to know about the
role of the proteins specifically, scored reasonably well in this question. We did see a lot of responses
where candidates simply wrote down everything that they knew about the light-dependent reaction;
these responses usually only picked up mark point 4 in the context of ATPase.

Examiner Comment

This response scored mark points 1, 3 and 4. There was not quite enough for mark point 2 as there was
no indication of the role of the proteins in the movement of the hydrogen ions into the stroma.

Examiner Tip

Do not pick out key words and write down everything that you know about the topic. Read the question
carefully to see if there is a particular emphasis required in your answer.

WBI04_01_Q01biv
Introduction

This was quite a discriminating question. Quite a few blank responses were seen.

Examiner Comment

This is a good example of the type of response that we were hoping for.

Examiner Tip
When you see the command word 'suggest' you must think about everything that you have been taught
and try to figure out the answer. The answer will not be something that you have been specifically
taught. Try not to leave blanks as the only thing that this guarantees is a score of zero.

WBI04_01_Q02b
Introduction

Candidates have a good idea of the symptoms associated with TB but not all of them are clear on the
actual sequence in which they occur.

Examiner Comment

This response illustrates the type of response that we were hoping to see.

Examiner Tip

TB weakens the immune system - it is not a disease that only occurs if the immune system is already
weakened.

WBI04_01_Q02c
Introduction

Candidates know the HIV story very well. Many candidates did not select the part of the story that they
needed to answer the question and simply wrote everything that they knew about the disease.
Although this did not prevent them from scoring full marks, it would have used up some time that they
may have needed at the end of the question paper.

Examiner Comment

This candidate started their response far too early and did not score marks until half way down.

Examiner Tip
The T helper cells are destroyed when lots of virus particles burst out of the cell at once. T helper cells
are needed for the activation of the T killer cells, so if the T helper cells are destroyed the T killer cells
will not be activated.

WBI04_01_Q02d
Introduction

It was pleasing to see that candidates knew a change in one variable reflected by a change in another
variable indicated a correlation. Very few candidates looked at the data critically enough and realised
that a correlation could not be detected in the earlier years.

Examiner Comment

This response illustrates mark point 2 and 3. Mark point 3 was only seen in the better responses.

Examiner Tip
If you are asked to describe evidence, you cannot simply describe the data. Read the question carefully.

WBI04_01_Q03a
Introduction

Candidates are now very confident in describing the role of plasma cells and the antibodies that they
produce. Some very good responses were seen.

Examiner Comment

This candidate clearly had a good understanding of the importance of antibodies.

Examiner Tip
Antibodies enhance phagocytosis; they do not actually destroy the pathogen themselves.

WBI04_01_Q03b
Introduction

Candidates have clearly been taught a definition of pluripotency in the context of the blastocyst but
clearly do not realise there are pluripotent cells anywhere other than in the blastocyst.

Examiner Comment

This candidate applied their knowledge to the context of the question.

Examiner Comment
This response was seen on many occasions.

Examiner Tip
When you see the command word 'suggest' you must apply your knowledge to the context of the
question and not just recall what you have been taught.

WBI04_01_Q03c
Introduction

This question discriminated very well. The better responses gave detailed responses that contained
specific A2 knowledge. The weaker candidates gave vague responses that did not demonstrate any of
A2 course content.
Many candidates used up valuable time repeating the stem of the question before actually writing their
answer.

Examiner Comment

This response illustrates our first three mark points.

Examiner Comment

A good response given here, illustrating mark points 5, 7, 8, 1 and 2.

Examiner Comment

A large proportion of candidate repeated the stem of the question before writing their answer.

Examiner Tip

Do not waste time repeating the stem of the question. Just give enough information so that we know
what you are referring to.

WBI04_01_Q03di
Introduction

Responses to this question were disappointing; we saw a lot of vague responses that simply stated that
the samples would be looked at and compared to the patient's cells

Examiner Comment

This is an example of the quality of response that we were hoping for.

Examiner Comment

This is a more typical example of the responses that we saw.

Examiner Tip

If we are asking you for two things and there are two marks then you need to specifically address both
aspects separately to gain full marks.

WBI04_01_Q03dii
Examiner Comment

This is an example of a good response.

Examiner Comment
This is an example of a response that is far too vague.

Examiner Tip

If you see the command word 'suggest', your answer needs to be given in the context of the question;
you need to use the information that we have given you to answer the question.

WBI04_01_Q04
Introduction

We were really impressed by the number of candidates that made very good attempts at answering
this question, especially as there has not been a similar style question on previous papers.

Examiner Comment

This response was awarded mark points 1, 3, 5, 10 and 9.

Examiner Comment

Another good response, illustrating mark points 2, 7, 4, 10 and 9.

Examiner Tip
Use the scaffolding in the question to help you structure your answer. There were three statements in
this question, so you needed to divide your answer into three parts to address all three statements to
gain full marks.

WBI04_01_Q05a
Introduction

Candidates are now very familiar with this part of the spec and this question caused very few problems,
even to the weaker candidates.

Examiner Comment
A typical response.

WBI04_01_Q05b
Introduction

This question did not cause too many problems to candidates.

Examiner Comment
A typical response.

Examiner Tip

Quite often the questions at the start give clues to the answers expected in later parts of the question –
look out for them.

WBI04_01_Q05ci
Introduction

Candidates who realised that there were two halves to this question scored well.

Examiner Comment

This was a reasonable answer, typical of many responses that we saw.

Examiner Tip
If there are two parts to a question e.g. 'before and after' then both parts have to be commented on in
your answer.

Examiner Comment
Mark points 1 and 2.

Examiner Tip
Although this candidate has tried to explain what happens after the antibiotics have been taken, they
have focussed on what will not happen and not what will happen.

WBI04_01_Q05cii
Introduction

This question was quite discriminating as this is a rarely tested spec point, especially in a new scenario.
Not surprisingly it was quite discriminating.

Examiner Comment

This was an example of the few high-quality responses that we saw.

WBI04_01_Q05ciii
Introduction

Unfortunately too many candidates did not read the question carefully enough and simply churned out
previous mark schemes, points from which were not actually applicable.

Examiner Comment

This was an example of points that were applicable to the scenario of the question.

Examiner Comment

Mark point 1 could be awarded. Reference to narrow spectrum antibiotics was not relevant to the
context of the question. Reference to finishing the course was not applicable to the context of the
question.

Examiner Tip

Although the mark schemes from past papers are very useful in preparing you for the exam, you must
remember to apply them to the context of the question and not simply regurgitate them.

Examiner Comment

This is an example of an answer that was too vague for mark point 1 - this is A2.

WBI04_01_Q05d
Introduction
Mixed responses were seen here.

Examiner Comment

This is an example of what we were hoping for.

Examiner Tip

If you are struggling to work out the answer to a question, try and remember what you have been
taught and try to apply this knowledge to the question.

WBI04_01_Q06a
Introduction

Candidates have clearly used past mark schemes to learn the global warming story.

Examiner Comment

This response illustrates all four of our mark points nicely.

WBI04_01_Q06bi
Introduction

Candidates picked out that there was an increase in species (for one mark) but only the better answers
distinguished between the increase in the total number of species and the total number of different
species (for two marks).

Examiner Comment
This response illustrates this point.

Examiner Comment

This response illustrates mark point 2 and 3.

WBI04_01_Q06bii
Introduction

We saw some very good responses from the candidates who identified that this question was about
succession.

Examiner Comment

This is an example of the quality of response that we saw, scoring mark points 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.

Examiner Comment
Unfortunately not all candidates had quite such a good understanding of succession.

Examiner Tip

Be careful to distinguish between primary and secondary succession and what types of species are
considered to be pioneer species.

WBI04_01_Q06biii
Introduction
Not all candidates picked up on the subtlety of this question.

Examiner Comment

This was one of the better responses.

Examiner Tip

Read all the information carefully and make sure that you use all of it somewhere in your answers.
Information is there for a reason. In this question, a scale was included with the diagram as you needed
to use it to answer this question.

WBI04_01_Q07a
Introduction

The majority of candidates could measure the widest point of the bush but not all of them could then
go on and do the calculation.

Examiner Comment

Units were needed to gain full marks but we did look in the body of the calculation for them.

Examiner Tip
Units should be given where appropriate and are better written on the answer line.

Examiner Comment
If we do not state the units for the calculation then we will accept anything, provided that the units are
stated.

Examiner Tip

Always give units.

WBI04_01_Q07b
Introduction

This was a slightly different approach to field work questions which did not seem to phase candidates
too much.

Examiner Comment

This response scored mark points 3, 1, 4 and 5.

Examiner Tip
Just stating that the investigation should be repeated is insufficient at A2. Depending on the context of
the question, it may be necessary to add 'in order to calculate a mean' but more often actual details
should be given. In this question we wanted to know that several plants were planted at each distance.
Not all practical work requires a graph to be drawn - think about the context of the question and decide
how the results should be used. In this case, the closest distance to the bush that plants were healthy
was the answer.

WBI04_01_Q07ci
Introduction

This question was reasonably well done by the candidates who remembered to write about the
measurement of both variables.

Examiner Comment
A typical response.

Examiner Tip
You will not score full marks if you do not answer all parts of the question.

WBI04_01_Q08ai
Introduction

Unfortunately too many candidates had seen the question about collecting DNA from brown bear foot
prints and wrote about the safety of the bear / scientist, instead of answering this question.

Examiner Comment

This was a typical response that we accepted as our bottom line; it would have been more reassuring to
know that the contamination being avoided was from other sources of DNA.

Examiner Tip
Try to be as specific as possible as you may lose marks if your answers are too vague.

WBI04_01_Q08aii
Introduction

Only the better candidates took their answer far enough and linked the DNA analysis with gel
Electrophoresis.

Examiner Comment
This is one such answer.

Examiner Comment

There were quite a few candidates who wrote lots of details of PCR, as seen in this response.

Examiner Tip

Learn to recognise the command words. If we had wanted details of PCR the question would have been
worded ' describe the process of PCR'.

WBI04_01_Q08bi
Introduction

We saw some good responses to this question.

Examiner Comment

This is one such example, scoring all three of our mark points.

Examiner Comment

There were candidates who failed to score well due to poor expression.

Examiner Tip
In gel electrophoresis, the DNA is cut into fragments by the restriction endonucleases, producing bands
on the gel.

WBI04_01_Q08bii
Introduction

Some good suggestions were made in response to this question.

Examiner Comment

These are two common suggestions.

WBI04_01_Q08c
Introduction

The majority of candidates picked out bear 3 as the father but only the more able candidates selected
just bands 2 and 3 as the reason.

Examiner Comment
As seen in this response, many candidates included band 5 in their explanation.

Paper Summary
The following advice is offered to candidates in order to improve performance on
WBIO4 papers in future sessions:


prepare for the exam by knowing the meaning of each command word and
then identify the command word used in the question before starting your
response



read the question through very carefully a couple of times to make sure that
the information that you have learnt is presented in such a way as to actually
answer the question



try not to leave any responses blank; this will guarantee you a mark of zero
whereas a guess may score you a couple of extra marks.



attempt all calculations even if you cannot finish them; there may be method
marks that you could pick up



use the mark allocation for each question to help you know how many points to
make



at the end of the paper read through all the questions carefully to ensure that
you have used all the information given to you in the question.
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